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Mommy Shiba Inu is all about spreading the crypto love. Seeing the rise of the 

blockchain and the lack of specialized platform for meme token, we thought 

about making this community-centric meme hub, in a totally decentralized 

fashion. The team puts community first with a competitive rewards plan for long 

term holders. Mommy Shiba Inu is also committed to providing its community 

with transparency and fairness. We prioritize our holders but we never forget 

that this project was born out of a genuine social purpose. Being part of the 

Baby Shiba Inu community is rewarding in many ways! 

Introduction To  

MommyShibaInu Token 
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WHY BINANCE SMART CHAIN? 

Most DeFi applications involve myriads of transactions, which incur transaction 

fees at every step. For this reason, blockchain fees are an important factor to 

consider before choosing a blockchain protocol. Currently, the most popular 

blockchain – Ethereum, has recorded fees over $200 for a single transaction. 

This allows for smaller blockchains such as Binance Smart Chain to take 

advantage and charge between $0.10 — $0.50 for the same services. 

 

On top of having lower fees, Binance Smart Chain was 

specifically designed to enhance scalability in blockchains with 

high throughput for easy implementation of smart contracts to 

build scalable decentralized applications. 
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OUR LONG-TERM GOAL 

 

Our token – MommyShibaInu, is a novel token with 

social conscience, built by the dog loving 

team and fully distributed within the 

crypto community. Our long term goal 

is to establish a NFT platform for 

mobile phone devices that will allow 

the creation and sale of NFTs. As an 

incentive, all holders of the 

MommyShibaInu token will continue 

receiving rewards via the token sale, and 

through using the platform itself. 
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HOW TO PURCHASE MOMMYSHIBAINU? 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Make sure you setup a 

MetaMask or 

TrustWallet account. 

Add BNB onto your wallet either through transfer or 

by directly purchasing it via the MommyShibaInu 

BUY feature. 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x8a7c6f2a7

7e9541c259bd0071a0961a8e10479e5 

When you have BNB in your wallet, simply follow 

the website below 
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x8a7c6f2a

77e9541c259bd0071a0961a8e10479e5 

Allo the connection to your wallet and type in the 

amount you want to purchase 

Set slippage to 12% and 

hit SWAP! Confirm 

transaction and approve 

gas fees. Welcome to 

MommyShibaInu. 
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TOKENOMICS 
  

  TOTAL SUPPLY 10.000.000.000.000.000 

CONTRACT : 0x04ca624250f73f7df4416d50e0efb3a111ac2610 

 
5% 

To Liquidity 

 

5% 

Distributed to All 

Holder 

 

2% 

Airdrop & 

Marketing 

FEES : 
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1% 

Burn 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage #2:  

•Contract Development.  

•Web Development 
. 

ROADMAP 
Stage #1:  

•Market and 

cryptocurrency trend 

research 
. 

Stage #3:  

•Social media established 

 

Stage #5:  

•CMC Listing 

•CoinGecko Listing.  

•Coincodex Listing  

•Nomics Listing  

•Dextrade Listing  

•Binance Listing  

• Etc 

Stage #6:  

Listing to more popular 

Cryptocurency Exchange 

 

Stage #6:  

•More Promotion 

•More Research 

•New app feature 

development 
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Stage #4:  

•Airdrop Campaign 

•Adding liquidity to pancake 

•Lock liquidity 

Stage #7:  

•MommySwap Development 

•DaddySwap Developmet 



  

  

SOSIALS 

T.ME/DADDYSHIBAINUCOMMUNITY 
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DISCLAIMER 

The content of this whitepaper is provided for information 

purposes only and shall not in any way constitute an 

investment advice or investment recommendation in any 

product discussed. Buy at your own risk. MommyShibaInu 

is a meme token. It is strongly recommended that you seek 

professional investment advice before making any 

investment i decision. Any investment decision that you 

make should be based on an assessment of your risks in 

consultation with your investment adviser 
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